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in between. ..so silver is a very common way of x expressing money in general

even though the money may not be ...Continue , Mr. Lee, whichever way you do

it in the 44.¬t first place, you want to have them agree. whichAver you do . You

don't ordinarily in English put in the ...it is a wy of indicating ...bo , a lot

of people...Abraham ...is this the ordinary word, for ...then he-gives a second

one, and then he ± gives a third instance, whcih the says is ...that isto say

the suggestion has been made, that this word and then Abraham.. .is this

the ordinary word for by.. .first a break or a fraction, and, then he g ives a

second one and then a third one. That is to say, the suggestion has been made...

but this word...shaver-and this word ...Now, whether that ...I woum± ld. rather

question...he says ...to by grain and this word ...Now, just how complete the...

it might be different. At any rate there is this word which is used.

to buy grain. But then of course, so his is not the ordinary word by. This

is the word that is meant to buy grain. And so, in this case, it does not seem

mean simply buy, buy anything, it means to buy food, you see how it imediately

is followed by e- which relates, and en you say buy and eat, it brings

out the ... 1 think it is more literal to say ...It isn't just that it is missing.

You buy without the ordinary means, you do it m by means of something else. B

means o not.. .1 fear that the time is ...and without is-and then ...Yes,

the waters are figurative...It doesR not mean literal waters, those that don't

have waters , gets to where there is water-it covers the whole gamut ...a

There are many expressions of God's wonderful grace, but I don't know anything

case where a whole chapter is voted quite the z way

that this one is, It is a very marvelous chapter, and I think that ....Now,who do

you think is speaking here. That question came to me quite forcibly when ... it says.

Come 'yes or Go ye. Or it ¬a4 could mean either one. If this were an evangeli t
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